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In this work, we investigate the Lagrangians and potentials for two coupled damped Duffing oscillators both directionally and bi-directionally.
We show that, although it is not always possible to define a potential in dissipative systems, the potential of our model can be defined if the
damping coefficient has a logarithmic derivative form. It is possible to apply these results to the analysis of the dynamics of complex
networks based on three-node motif configurations. As an example, we study numerically the dynamics for one of the thirteen different
possible configurations. Here, the phenomenon of synchronization is observed in terms of the coupling parameter.
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1. Introduction

The Duffing oscillator (DO) is one of the best-known non-
linear models in mathematical physics. This model was pro-
posed by Georg Duffing to describe forced oscillations in en-
gineering problems [1]. However, further studies have shown
that this oscillator has a wide range of applications in sev-
eral contexts (see [2] and references therein). In particular,
the DO has been employed in the investigation of dynami-
cal systems and their bi-stability [3, 4], in bifurcation prob-
lems [5], in control theory [6] and the investigation of arrays
of coupled chaotic oscillators with harmonic excitations [7].
Indeed, Duffing-like equations have been investigated from
different points of view, especially in relation to the appear-
ance of chaotic behavior [8–10]. Moreover, the study of frac-
tional forms of those systems is an interesting open problem
in nonlinear science [11].

There are various works on coupled nonlinear oscilla-
tors which study their bifurcations and resonances [12], and
the interactions between a Van der Pol oscillator and a DO
[13]. For systems of two coupled DO’s, there are stud-
ies which focus on the bifurcation analysis for periodically
driven DO’s [14, 15], chaotic synchronization [16] or on-off
intermittency [17, 18]. In particular, a Lagrangian analysis
is performed in [19] for two coupled undamped DO’s in or-
der to get the corresponding integrals of motion via Noether’s
theorem. However, various authors [17, 18] have noted that
the damping term is very important to define a bistable sys-
tem. The construction of Lagrangians for dissipative systems
is nicely developed in [20] but, as widely discussed in [21],
the potential is not well defined in general for damped sys-
tems.

Nowadays, the study of complex networks has gathered
a great relevance (see [22] and references therein), and one
can find many applications to social networks [23,24], neural
dynamics [25], biology [26] or chemistry [27]. In [22], amo-
tif is defined as a pattern of interconnections occurring either
in an undirected or in a directed graph at a number signifi-
cantly higher than in randomized versions of the graph. The
motifs play a fundamental role in complex networks. In gen-
eral the motifs are defined in terms of the number of nodes.
In particular, there are thirteen different configurations for a
3-node connected directed graph. The concept of motif was
originally introduced in [28] as the simple building block of
complex networks. One can find applications of motifs, for
example, in studies about chemical synthesis of topological
structures [29], DNA and alignment information [30].

The aim of this work is to construct the Lagrangians and
potentials for a two coupled damped DO’s system with direc-
tional and bi-directional interactions. The results can be used
to describe the dynamics of each one of the 3-node motif net-
work configurations. In Sec. 2, we obtain the Lagrangian for
two coupled damped DO’s and show that it is not possible to
get a definite potential under the presence of a constant damp-
ing coefficient. However, if the damping coefficient has the
form of a logarithmic derivative then it is possible to obtain
a potential function. Section 3 provides an application of the
previous results on 3-node motif networks. More precisely,
an illustrative example is performed following some elemen-
tary rules. In Sec. 4, we provide numerical simulations of the
dynamics of the two types of damping terms discussed in this
work. Finally, we close this work with a brief conclusion that
summarizes the most important results of this manuscript.
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2. Lagrangians and potentials

2.1. Bidirectional case

Consider two coupled identical Duffing oscillatorsi and j
with a coupling coefficientσ. The corresponding equations
of motion are

{
ÿi + ω2

0yi + δy3
i + σ(yi − yj) = 0,

ÿj + ω2
0yj + δy3

j + σ(yj − yi) = 0,
(1)

whereω2
0 is the squared frequency andδ is the nonlinear co-

efficient. Assume thatσ, ω2
0 andδ are real numbers (though

they can also be functions of the time). The Lagrangian asso-
ciated to the system (1) is (see [19])

Lyij =
1
2
(ẏ2

i + ẏ2
j )− 1

2
(ω2

0 + σ)(y2
i + y2

j )

− δ

4
(y4

i + y4
j ) + σyiyj . (2)

Note that if damping is to be considered in the system (1)
then the resulting physical model takes on the form

{
ẍi + αẋi + ω2

0xi + δx3
i + σ(xi − xj) = 0,

ẍj + αẋj + ω2
0xj + δx3

j + σ(xj − xi) = 0,
(3)

where the damping coefficientα is a real number. In order
to obtain the corresponding Lagrangian of (3), we may elim-
inate the damping term using the following transformations
(see [31], for example):

yi=xi exp
(

1
2

∫
αdt

)
, yj=xj exp

(
1
2

∫
αdt

)
. (4)

Then the system (3) is transformed into




ÿi+
(
−α2

4
+ω2

0

)
yi+δy3

i e−αt+σ(yi−yj)=0,

ÿj+
(
−α2

4
+ω2

0

)
yj+δy3

j e−αt+σ(yj − yi)=0.

(5)

After comparing with the systems (1) and (2), the corre-
sponding Lagrangian of the physical model (5) is given by

Lyij =
1
2
(ẏ2

i + ẏ2
j )− 1

2

(
−α2

4
+ ω2

0 + σ

)
(y2

i + y2
j )

− δe−αt

4
(y4

i + y4
j ) + σyiyj .

(6)

Note that if (6) is written in terms of the original variablesxi

andxj , then the final expression of the Lagrangian is

Lxij =
[
1
2
(ẋ2

i + ẋ2
j ) +

α

2
(xiẋi + xj ẋj)

+
1
2

(
α2

2
− ω2

0 − σ

)
(x2

i + x2
j )

− δ

4
(x4

i + x4
j ) + σxixj

]
eαt. (7)

It is easy to prove that the system (3) is retrieved from this
Lagrangian employing the usual Euler-Lagrange equations.

Now, about the corresponding potential associated to the
Lagrangian (7), it is well known that potentials are not neces-
sarily defined for dissipative systems in general [21]. How-
ever, under certain circumstances it is possible to find a po-
tential for the system (3). For example, in the paper [20], the
authors show that an oscillator of the form

ẍ + b(t)ẋ + c(x, t) = 0, (8)

admits a potential of the formm(t)V (x, t) if

b(t) = ṁ/m, V (x, t) =

x∫
c(z, t)dz. (9)

As a consequence, the Lagrangian for (8) assumes the form

L =
1
2
m(t)ẋ2 −m(t)V (x, t), (10)

where clearlym(t) can be interpreted as a variable mass. Us-
ing this result in (3) with α = α(t) = ṁ/m, the correspond-
ing Lagrangian will have the form

Lxmij =
1
2
m(t)(ẋ2

i + ẋ2
j )− U(xi, xj , t), (11)

with a potential defined as

U(xi, xj , t) = m(t)
(

1
2
(ω2

0 + σ)(x2
i + x2

j )

+
δ

4
(x4

i + x4
j )− σxixj

)
. (12)

2.2. One directional case

Suppose now that thejth oscillator influences the dynamics
of theith oscillator, but not vice versa. Then the equations of
this system are given by

{
ẍi + αẋi + ω2

0xi + δx3
i + σ(xi − xj) = 0,

ẍj + αẋj + ω2
0xj + δx3

j = 0.
(13)

Using the same arguments of Sec. 2.1, the Lagrangian of the
ith oscillator forα constant is described by the formula

Lxi =
[
1
2
ẋ2

i +
α

2
xiẋi +

1
2

(
α2

2
− ω2

0 − σ

)
x2

i

− δ

4
x4

i + σxixj

]
eαt. (14)

Note that the coordinatexj can be viewed in this La-
grangian as a temporal function because it is a variable of an-
other independent system. More concretely, thejth oscillator
is simply an individual Duffing oscillator with Lagrangian

Lxj=
[
1
2
ẋ2

j+
α

2
xj ẋi+

1
2

(
α2

2
−ω2

0

)
x2

j−
δ

4
x4

j

]
eαt. (15)
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Whenα = ṁ/m, the corresponding Lagrangians and poten-
tials are

Lxmi =
1
2
m(t)ẋ2

i − U(xi, t), (16)

Lxmj =
1
2
m(t)ẋ2

j − U(xj , t), (17)

U(xi, t) = m(t)
[
1
2
(ω2

0 + σ)x2
i +

δ

4
x4

i − σxixj

]
, (18)

U(xj , t) = m(t)
[
1
2
ω2

0x2
j +

δ

4
x4

j

]
. (19)

3. Application on networks

In this section, we consider the 13 possible configurations for
the three-node motif networks proposed in [22, 28]. Those
configurations are shown in Fig. 1 for the sake of conve-
nience. An emitter of the arrow is calledmaster, while the
receptor of the arrow is theslave. Of course, any node can
be master and slave simultaneously, and any arrow can be
bidirectional.

It is possible to describe the equations of motion, La-
grangians and potentials for each configuration using the re-
sults of Sec. 2, if we assume that the nodes are identical
Duffing oscillators and follow the next rules:

FIGURE 1. The 13 different configurations for three-node motif
networks.

• If the ith oscillator is only master, then its equation is
Duffing type:

ẍi + αẋi + ω2
0xi + δx3

i = 0. (20)

• If the oscillatorsi and j are only masters, then their
equations will be

{
ẍi + αẋi + ω2

0xi + δx3
i = 0,

ẍj + αẋj + ω2
0xj + δx3

j = 0.
(21)

• If the ith oscillator is slave of thejth oscillator, then
the equation of theith oscillator will be given by

ẍi + αẋi + ω2
0xi + δx3

i + σ(xi − xj) = 0. (22)

• If the oscillatorsi andj are slaves of the oscillatork,
then their respective equations are

{
ẍi + αẋi + ω2

0xi + δx3
i + σ(xi − xk) = 0,

ẍj + αẋj + ω2
0xj + δx3

j + σ(xj − xk) = 0.
(23)

• Finally, if the oscillatori is simultaneously slave of the
oscillatorsj andk, then its equation will be given by

ẍi + αẋi + ω2
0xi + δx3

i

+ σ(xi − xj) + σ(xi − xk) = 0. (24)

As an example, the equations of motion for the configuration 1 are given by the system of ordinary differential equations





ẍ1 + αẋ1 + ω2
0x1 + δx3

1 + σ(x1 − x2) = 0,

ẍ2 + αẋ2 + ω2
0x2 + δx3

2 = 0,

ẍ3 + αẋ3 + ω2
0x3 + δx3

3 + σ(x3 − x2) = 0.

(25)

Meanwhile, the Lagrangians for a constant value ofα are provided by




L1 =
[
1
2
ẋ2

1 +
α

2
x1ẋ1 +

1
2

(
α2

2
− ω2

0 − σ

)
x2

1 −
δ

4
x4

1 + σx1x2

]
eαt,

L2 =
[
1
2
ẋ2

2 +
α

2
x2ẋ2 +

1
2

(
α2

2
− ω2

0

)
x2

2 −
δ

4
x4

2

]
eαt,

L3 =
[
1
2
ẋ2

3 +
α

2
x3ẋ3 +

1
2

(
α2

2
− ω2

0 − σ

)
x2

3 −
δ

4
x4

3 + σx3x2

]
eαt.

(26)
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Finally, the Lagrangians and potentials forα = ṁ/m are




Lm1=
1
2
m(t)ẋ2

1 − U(x1, t),

Lm2=
1
2
m(t)ẋ2

2 − U(x2, t),

Lm3=
1
2
m(t)ẋ2

3 − U(x3, t),

U(x1, t)=m(t)
[
1
2
(ω2

0 + σ)x2
1 +

δ

4
x4

1 − σx1x2

]
,

U(x2, t)=m(t)
(

ω2
0

2
x2

2 +
δ

4
x4

2

)
,

U(x3, t)=m(t)
[
1
2
(ω2

0+σ)x2
3+

δ

4
x4

3 − σx3x2

]
.

(27)

4. Numerical results

4.1. Constant damping

In this section, we analyze the behavior of the system (25)
corresponding to the configuration 1 of the motif networks.
To that end, we set the following values for the parameters:

α = 0.4, (28)

ω2
0 = −0.25, (29)

δ = 0.5. (30)

The coupling parameterσ will be varied in order to analyze
the dynamics of the system. It is important to employ ad-
equate initial conditions. For this reason, we will use the
attraction points forσ = 0, which are given by

xu,d = ±
√
−ω2

0/δ. (31)

Here,u corresponds to the positive value andd to the nega-
tive.

FIGURE 2. Solutions for the slave oscillators withα constant,
for different values of the coupling parameterσ, namelyσ = 0
(green),σ = 0.04 (olive green),σ = 0.06 (magenta) andσ =
0.0625 (blue).

Setxd as initial condition for the master oscillatorx2, and
xu as initial conditions for the slave oscillatorsx1 andx3.
Clearly, the three equations are identical and independent for
σ = 0. Moreover, they remain constant at their initial val-
ues. However, one can see in Fig. 2 that, asσ increases,
the solutions of the slavesx1 andx3 remain identical, and
they tend to the attraction point of the master oscillatorx2.
This effect is known assynchronizationin dynamical sys-
tems (see [32], for instance). This behavior can be explained
as follows. Note that for the slave equations (x1 or x3) in
(25), the fixed points witḣxf = 0 must satisfy the condition

ω2
0x1 + δx3

1 + σ(x1 − xd) = 0. (32)

Here, we setx2 = xd because the master oscillator is fixed
to this value.

The equation (32) has three solutions:

xf = −
√
−ω2

0

δ
, xf =

√
−ω2

0 ±
√
−ω2

0 − 4σ

2δ2
. (33)

Obviously, the first solution corresponds to the attractorxd.
Also, the second attractor corresponds to the second solution
with positive sign, while the solution with negative sign cor-
responds to a repeller [33]. Note that if

σ ≥ −ω2
0/4 = 0.0625, (34)

then we have only one attractor with real valuexd. In other
words, for these values of the coupling parameterσ, the slave
oscillators will be completely synchronized with the master.
For values ofσ between0 and−ω2

0/4, the slaves tend to
the second attractor. These effects can be observed also if
we integrate the left-hand side of the condition (32) with re-
spect tox1, and if we plot the result as a function ofx1 and
σ. In Fig. 3, one can readily find two wells (attractors) for
0 ≤ σ < 0.0625, and only one for bigger values.

4.2. Variable damping

For this case if we proposem(t) = β(t + ε), whereβ
is any realnumber andε is positive and infinitesimal, then
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FIGURE 3. Attraction wells as a function of the coupling parameter
σ.

FIGURE 4. Solutions for the slave oscillators withα = 1/(t + ε),
and different values of the coupling parameterσ, namely,σ = 0
(green),σ = 0.04 (olive green),σ = 0.06 (magenta) andσ =
0.0625 (blue).

α = 1/(t+ ε). We use the same parameters and initial condi-
tions as in Sec. 4.1 to solve the system (25). Figure 4 shows
the behavior of the solutions for the slave oscillators. We used
the same value ofσ employed in the previous subsection, but
now considering a damped oscillation. It is interesting to note
that, in the present case, the potentialsU(x1, t) or U(x3, t)
are identical to the function graphed in Fig. 3 (up to the fac-
tor m(t)). In other words, for this second case one can use
directly the defined potentials to describe the dynamics of the
system.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have shown that it is possible to construct
Lagrangians [34,35] for two coupled damped Duffing oscilla-
tors both directionally and bi-directionally. In general it is not
possible to obtain a potential for dissipative systems. How-
ever, if the damping coefficient takes the formα = ṁ/m
then it is possible to define a potential. These results can
be used to analyze the thirteen different configurations of the
three-node motif networks. As an illustrative example, we
review the dynamics for one of those configurations, using
a constant damping, and a damping coefficient of the form
ṁ/m. The results obtained in this work could be useful to
describe the behavior of complex networks based on three-
node motif configurations.
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